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Using Sunapsis

International Office Module Desktop
Menu Bar
Case Tracker

Alert Tree

Open Records
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Using Sunapsis

Basic Menu Options

Search / Create
New Profiles

Manage E-Forms
and Templates

SEVIS RTI and Batch
Management

Quick Access to
Open Records

Note: Some options may be greyed out

Change alert group,
access custom reports
and document upload
services

Support
Resources and
Documentation
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Finding a Record
Application > Search International Profiles
Display Recently
Accessed Records

Export results to
Excel

Quick Search

Search Tips:
If you know the ID#, quick
search for it. The record
will open immediately.

Change the
search fields

Quick Search can match
partial names and
numbers if you cannot
remember the full name.

Reset/Clear the
Search

If the name is common,
use the advanced search
to narrow the options.

Advanced Search
Advanced Search
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Finding a Record: Advanced Search
Tips:
Advanced Search defaults to the Core Biographical fields.
You can change the search fields by clicking the Change
Search icon. For example, you want to search for a record
associated with an email address. Select the Communication
fields.
Any search terms in advanced search fields must be exact
matches. Entering only part of a last name will not return
results that you want.
The % wildcard may be used to find records when you are
not entirely sure of the full name or number, or you want to
search fields like Profile Status where the wildcard can help
select a specific population. For example, Active Student%
in the Profile Status field will return all Active Students
whether they are on OPT, CPT, are Interns, or any other
Student category. Active% will return all records with an
active profile status.
Remember to click the binoculars icon, not the search
button when performing an advanced search.
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Creating a New Profile / Record
Application > New International Profile

Generate
TEMP ID

Create
Record
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Using Sunapsis

Navigating the Profile Status Box
Go to SEVIS RTI
Record
Preview Online
Services

Rotate the profile
picture

Draft Email

“Pop Out” record to
separate window
(Example: to move
record display to a
different monitor)

Name
Date of Birth | Gender
University ID
Or TEMP ID

Profile Status
Citizenship | Visa | Visa Dates

Campus

Department
Contact
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Case Tracker
What is Case Tracker? The Case Tracker acts as a To-Do
List and Watch List for cases that require more attention.
How to get a case on your tracker:
1. Assign automatically from alerts (Setup in
Configurations > Alert Selection Assignments)
2. Assign manually from alerts

3. Assign manually from an individual’s record

Once on your tracker you can:
• Forward to a new person (Use for Interoffice case
management)
• Close a case (e.g. To-Do item is complete, Watching
no longer necessary. Closing does not remove the
record or remove an alert.)
• Tag a case – Set a reminder to pop-up or just add a
star next to a case (See below)

Active Cases
Display Here
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Managing Alert Records

Icon Key

Emailing Selections:
It is possible to configure email templates associated
with each alert. This is helpful if you commonly send
the same email out to those affected by a particular
alert.

Open Record

Configuring email templates is completed through the
General Configurations Management > Alerts
Configurations > Alert Email Automation or Content
Templates.

Override Selection*

Assign Case to Someone
Email Selection*

Export to Excel
Alert details

Duration is how
many days the
alert has been
active

Date person
was last
emailed

*Selecting multiple rows:
Select a row, hold down SHIFT and then click another row above or below. All rows in-between the two selected rows will be
selected.
Select a row, hold down CTRL and then click any other row or rows to select those rows. You must continue to hold down CTRL for
all selections or you will only select one row.
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Document Upload Mass Upload
Folders
The mass upload tool is useful for uploading multiple documents of the same type to
many different records. For example, a hundred passport copies can be uploaded to
their corresponding international records all at once. The PDF file names must be the
record ID numbers or University ID numbers, and all in the same folder in order for
this to work. To use the tool, go to:
Services & Tools > Document Services > Mass PDF Upload From Directory.
Note: You cannot upload multiple files for the same ID number at the same time. This
feature is mainly geared to uploading many files of the same type for many unique
individuals. At most you can upload two per person if you name one file using the
university ID, and the other file using the Sunapsis record ID.

File Names

Sunapsis ID
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E-Forms & Templates Overview
Relationship between E-Forms, Templates, and a Sunapsis Record
An E-Form collects data
A Template sorts the data to its respective location in the record
The Record stores that data for easy reference

E-Form

Template

Record
Sections
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Template Sections
Upon adding a section, you will notice a table with
rows listing the fields related to that section, and
three columns to the right.
Default Value: A static value that will be the same
across all records you will want to apply this
template to. Examples include campus address or
length of study.
Referenced Value: Can reference two sources.
1) A value that already exists in a record
and that you want to copy from the
other field to this field. For example
copy an address, date of birth, or email
address to an I-129 petition.
2) A submitted e-form field. Example: A
student submits a form that includes
primary major. The template can
populate the I-20 Program Information
with this selected major.
Match: See the following page.
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Form Letters
Adding a Form Letter
Once in the Form Letter Configuration editor for your
campus, you will want to press the green plus sign on the
left hand side to add a form letter.

Note: If your campus has no form letters already created,
you do not need to click the green plus. You can begin
entering the required fields to create a form letter.
Your campus will be prepopulated in the new form letter.
Choose a name that you will remember and makes sense
for the document and then enter that into the Letter title
field. Start the title with your campus abbreviation. e.g.
UML, UMMS, UMD.
You may associate this form letter with an e-form if you
would like to use data submitted from an e-form in
conjunction with the form letter. Click the pointer icon to
the right of the Associate to E-Form field and then
navigate to the e-form you want to associate with this
form letter.
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Form Letters
Using a Form Letter
Open Record: First open the student or
scholar’s Sunapsis record.
In the left task pane, click on the option
labeled Form Letters & Reports.
Open List of Form Letters: Options for
Employment Forms and Form Letters
appear. Open the Form Letters.
A list will appear with all form letters
(which is why you titled your form letter
starting with your campus abbreviation,
right?)
Open Form Letter: Double-click on the
form letter that you wish to open.
Your form letter should now open in your
PDF reader. You will notice that all the
wildcards in the form letter content should
now be replaced with data from the
individual’s record or completed e-form.
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E-Form Wildcards
Work in various ways in relation to e-forms

E-Form Info (Work in both e-form based “Default E-Mail” messages, and e-form based Form Letters.)
%eformTitle%
%approverName%
%groupTitle%
%clientForms%

The e-form title
The name of the e-form’s second approver (if one is defined)
The eform group title (if the eform is in a group; otherwise, defaults to eform title)
List of eforms in eform group (if the eform is in a group)

E-Form Fields (Work in e-form based form letters)
%clientField###%
%approverField###%
%internalField###%
%append.*%

University ID
Date of birth, in mm/dd/yy format (standard US format)
Visa type (code), e.g. F-1, J1, J2, H1B, LPR
Country of citizenship (display value), e.g. United States, South Korea, Japan

Conditional Block by Field Value
[fieldname_value]
Creates a block of text that is displayed if and only if the specified field has the specified value.
.*
For these values, Yes/No questions should use 0 and 1 instead of Yes or No.
[/fieldname_value]
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Custom Report Builder
The Required Table | Inner Join Box
Upon clicking a checkbox next to a table, Sunapsis opens a
window displaying the fields related to that table.

At the top right of this window is a checkbox labeled,
Required Table | Inner Join. Keep this box checked for all
tables that an individual MUST have a record in.
For example, all individuals in Sunapsis have an entry in the
Core Biographical table, but they may not all have an entry in
the I-94 Record table. If you want to include only those who
have I-94 data, you will keep the box checked on both tables.
However, if you want to include everyone whether or not they
have I-94 data—receiving blanks for those without data—you
will uncheck the box on the I-94 table. Similarly, if you are
trying to include both I-20 and DS-2019 information in the
same report, checking that either one of these tables is
required would automatically exclude the other population.
Checking that both of these are tables required would return
only students who have both I-20 and DS-2019 data.
It is recommended that you check this box for Core
Biographical and your primary search table(s), i.e. the tables
with the criteria for inclusion/exclusion in your report. Other
tables that you include for informational purposes only should
have this box unchecked.
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General Administrative Mass Upload Provider
Screenshot

Columns

Rows

Example Spreadsheet Format

E-Form serviceID

ID #

E-Form Field Data

Notes:
• All data must begin on
row 4.
• Columns 1 & 2 must
always be the serviceID
and ID #.
• Row 1 columns C + must
correspond to the Field ID
displayed in the Form
Design. This does not
always equal the Field # if
you’ve reordered the
fields.
• Some fields like country
are coded fields and
require the code. Again,
contact UITS if you intend
to use this feature.

Data Entry Guide

Completion Overview

J ([Your Institute] Sponsored)

Permanent Residency PR

For each visa type, the boxed record panels must be
completed according to the following pages.

J

F ([Your Institute] Sponsored)

Other-Sponsored*

F

O
S

H ([Your Institute] Sponsored)

H

ALL

Complete for all personnel on visas

*Not sponsored by your institute
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PeopleSoft Interface

PS

Field interfaces with PeopleSoft HR (PSHR) – Do not manually enter

The PS icon above signifies fields that are populated by the PeopleSoft HR
interface.
Some personnel are NOT updated by the interface. These include:
Contingent Workers
UMMS Students
In addition to the non-interfaced fields, you must manually enter data into some
interface fields. These will be pointed out throughout the Data Completion Guide.
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Extended Biographical

or RTI
PeopleSoft
Populated

Manual Entry
Required

ALL

RTI
Populated

PS
PS

PS

PS
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Dependents, Part 1

or RTI

Enter dependents for your sponsored visa holders. Other dependent information may
be entered based on your own campus policy, or if you expect a foreign national to
become sponsored by your campus.

Manual Entry
Required

ALL

RTI
Populated

Fill in as completely as possible. SEVIS info is only required for SEVIS dependents.

Fs and Js Only
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DS-2019 Program Information

[Your Institute]

RTI
RTI
Populated

J

DS-2019 Sections for your institute sponsored Js ONLY

Once an initial DS-2019 has been printed, this information should only be updated via the
SEVIS RTI.

There should only be more
than one program listed here
if the individual has visited on
a prior [Your Institute]
Sponsored J visa and has
completed it.
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Optional Practical Training Authorizations

RTI
Populated

Updating the status field to
‘approved’ is manual OR via a
SEVIS extract. Other fields should
port in from the SEVIS RTI.

Start and End dates must
be entered. Profile
Status and Immigration
Status History sections
are determined by these
dates.

RTI

[Your Institute]

F

REQUIRED
OPTIONAL
(But should be entered)
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Optional Practical Training Employers

RTI
RTI
Populated

[Your Institute]

F

An OPT Authorizations
record must be created
first before adding
employers so that OPT
Authorization Period field
can be selected.

REQUIRED
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Employment Summary

[Your Institute]

At a minimum, complete the fields in red if
applicable.

Position # must match
position # on the Employee
Information form, i.e. what
PeopleSoft sends.

Manual Entry
Required

H

PS

Status Usage Notes:
Each amendment (or
petition) will be shown
here in a record row. This
box is historical and will
have info on petitions in
the past, present, and
pending petitions.

Approved
For expiration alerts to
work, an approved
petition must display as
approved here
Pending
Use only for petitions
pending approval
Completed
Finished duration of
visa

The two Original Approval Date
fields are applicable ONLY when an
individual ends an H status early,
such as in cases of one receiving
permanent residency
See the guide page titled “Change of
Status Addendum”.

Cancelled
No Show, Amended,
Terminated early
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Employment Forms
The Employment Forms section contains fields
that will populate the USCIS forms used to file
petitions for nonimmigrant workers. The fields
mirror those in the petitions. Fill in the
requested data (and/or apply a template) and
official USCIS PDF forms can be generated from
the entered data.

[Your Institute]

Manual Entry
Required
*Or Template

H

If the official USCIS petition does not display
when the PDF button is clicked, your Sunapsis
permissions must be adjusted. Contact the
appropriate Sunapsis administrator.

The PDF button opens the
petition with the completed
fields populated.
Edit any remaining fields and
print.
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H-1B Change of Status

[Your Institute]

Manual Entry
Required

Immigration Status History Special Notes

H

Ensure that the prior J or F Immigration Status History record has a Completed status and the start/end dates are accurate.
Sunapsis will automatically generate the H Immigration Status History record overnight (for [Your Institute] sponsored Hs).
•
•

For [Your Institute] Sponsored Js and Fs: The system will automatically complete the Immigration Status History record
overnight based on the DS-2019 Program Information fields. Check the following day for accuracy. Manually complete in
cases where the program is ending early.
For Other Sponsored Js and Fs: Manually update the Immigration Status History to have accurate dates and show a
completed status. Add the SEVIS # to the Additional Notes field and any other relevant notes.

New H Record
System Generated

Prior Record
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Other Sponsored Document
Enter for all personnel who are not sponsored by your campus.

Manual Entry
Required

O
S

SEVIS # must be entered for
Fs and Js and must match the
SEVIS # in Core Biographical

Start and End Program
Dates are from EAD card,
DS-2019, or I-797 Approval
Notice.
These dates should also
match those listed in the
Immigration Status History.

These dates will appear in
the Profile Status Box if the
SEVIS #s match.
These dates also serve as
a basis for critical alerts.
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Sponsored Student Tracking

Overview
Sunapsis has tools to help track students who are sponsored/funded by a third party and have been issued an immigration
document by your institution as well as those sponsored by a third party who issued the immigration document (i.e. Fulbright).
The next few pages will explain how to best enter information and track sponsored students.
Types of Sponsored Students
1. Sponsored by a Third Party – Immigration Document Issued by [Your Institute]
2. Sponsored by a Third Party – Immigration Document Issued by Third Party
Identifying Sponsored Students
1. Financial document review process before issuing an immigration document
2. The sponsoring organization may notify you directly of some students
3. You may not know until you meet with the student when they arrive on your campus.
Once identified as a third party sponsored student, you should enter information into Sunapsis to help track them.
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